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Abstract 

Like many environments, Covid-19 has rapidly changed the experience of face-to-face 

learning in tertiary education. However, this global pandemic has given rise to a market 

opportunity for technology organisations to increasingly disrupt the education technology 

marketplace. These factors have also provided an opportunity for students to experience 

learning across an online delivery mode compared to face-to-face learning, where students 

are presented with the choice to choose between the modes. This flexibility where a student 

can choose between the modes is called hybrid learning.   

This short discussion paper presents a brief background on the different teaching 

methodologies commonly used in tertiary education environments. The challenges of 

adapting and innovating for hybrid learning are discussed. Being a social activity, learning 

has norms rooted in social values. The use of technology tools to mediate online or hybrid 

learning influences these traditional social-based learning norms through the introduction of 

technology-based market values. The paper argues that hybrid learning contexts are 

contextually-public learning spaces, where the value tensions between social and market 

norms need to be balanced from both a teaching and learning point of view to create and 

sustain meaningful learning experiences. This discussion concludes with a preliminary 

recommendation to address these pain points encountered when designing meaningful hybrid 

learning experiences for ICT students.  
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Discussion Paper 

The experience of learning in tertiary education environments has rapidly changed across 

2020, as the world experiences a raging and deadly Covid-19 pandemic (Li & Lalani 2020). 

Technology organisations are rapidly rising to meet a market opportunity that has emerged as 

learning educators and institutions strive to offer students meaningful, but covid-safe learning 

experiences.  

Technology lends many benefits to teaching with most courses complimented through a 

course website (such as via a Moodle virtual learning environment) which typically contain 

course information, assessments and varied learning activities. Communication is more 

immediate via channels such as email, course forums and online chat functions. More than a 

decade ago, revolutionary developments with web technology made access to knowledge 

more open and equitable assuming a person has access to basic internet infrastructure (Bonk 

2009). Big data and learning analytics have since transformed education and the metrics used 

to measure satisfactory learning experiences (Williamson 2017). Personal learning 

environments such as one based on Google apps aim to empower the agency of the learner 

(Rejón-Guardia et al. 2020).  

However, in rising to meet these new teaching and learning expectations, technology 

organisations also strengthen the reach of their existing customers and develop new markets, 

an attempt called the screen new deal (Klein 2020). These actions create power and 

information asymmetries in networked education technology spaces (Williamson 2020). 

Further, the learning space becomes increasingly commercialised, instead of being grounded 

as a social activity.  

In an online environment, values and practices are mediated by the design of technology 

(Verbeek 2011). When engaged in a learning environment, decisions are technomoral choices 

shaped by the affordances of these technologies (Vallor 2018). Hence, values do not exist in 



isolation, but are grounded in online learning interactions. Value tensions, a value sensitive 

design tool, offers an opportunity to consider values that may be opposite, but are 

interconnected in its relationship (Friedman & Hendry 2019). The value tension at stake is 

the tension between market- and social-based norms that influence hybrid learning 

environments. For example, this value tension could be indicated through a shift to gauge 

quantitative metrics such as a student’s attention through time spent on online documents 

versus the quality of their contributions or level of interactive engagement.  

Different teaching methodologies are used in tertiary education environments. Student-

centered learning is a common teaching approach where flipped-classroom teaching methods 

are used to acknowledge and further develop knowledge, beliefs and experiences of students 

by empowering them to take active ownership of their learning, such as through applying 

concepts like the teaching and learning cycle in practice with the goal of improving 

acquisition of skills, knowledge and language of students (Dreyfus et al. 2016). These 

practices include actively setting up the context for a student inquiry via questions or 

activities to deconstruct concepts students found challenging and questioning their pre-

existing assumptions and beliefs in the process. This unlearning step is then followed by 

jointly constructing concepts through a learning task or via a group-based collaborative 

learning activity. Once the student has grasped the learning opportunity and realised the 

learning outcome, the student is then enabled to independently construct their knowledge, 

skills and language of the challenging concept in question.  

Face-to-face and online learning commonly bookend the two ends of the teaching spectrum 

spanning a range of options from fully face-to-face to fully online. In between, a common 

approach is blended learning which seeks to mix both methods. There are different types of 

blended learning, most notably Hybrid-Flexible (HyFlex) which aims to offer a student 

driven multi-modal learning experience, where students are presented with the choice to 



choose between online delivery mode and face-to-face learning (Beatty 2019). HyFlex is 

synonymous with hybrid learning which is the term used for simplicity in this discussion 

paper. Values at the core of hybrid learning are providing learner choice, equivalency, 

reusability and accessibility across the learning modes (Beatty 2019). Hence, these 

environmental factors have provided students an opportunity where they have the flexibility 

to choose and switch between the modes – face-to-face or online based on their preferences 

for each learning experience.   

However, there are challenges in adapting and innovating for hybrid learning. Being a social 

activity, learning has norms rooted in social values. The use of technology tools to mediate 

online or hybrid learning influences these traditional social-based learning norms through the 

introduction of technology-based market values. Further, the nature of the learning space 

fluctuates between personal and public spheres, such as when students need to find an 

appropriate learning space in their homes, which mediates their learning experience. A 

learning experience in the personal sphere is the independent self-study at home, whereas 

attending a public lecture is rooted in the public sphere.  

Hybrid learning contexts are contextually-public learning spaces (see Figure 1), where the 

learning space is shared amongst an accepted community (e.g. enrolled students) with the 

same learning goals (e.g. IT undergraduate students studying a specific course). The personal 

learning space is visible to the participants through technology, creating a need to manage the 

value tensions between social and market norms to sustain meaningful learning experiences 

from teaching and learning perspectives.  



 

Figure 1 - Contextually-Public Sphere - Hybrid Learning Contexts 

In this new contextually public learning sphere, old value tensions emerge. This hybrid 

learning space is a socio-technical medium which depending on the technology used, it has 

the ability to gather and aggregate data to optimise technical functions, but to also address the 

commercial interests of the technology provider. The social capital in the online medium is a 

lot less compared to traditional teaching spaces and needs to be aligned with humanistic 

needs. The ability to have a space to share ideas and freely learn is a primal need bound by 

social contracts. Due to its decentralised nature and use of social production, the networked 

information economy shifts reliance from a mass-mediated public sphere to a networked 

public sphere (Benkler 2006). These innovations enable greater freedoms for individual 

actions. In a hybrid learning space, data associated about learning, flows through a 

contextually public space as its meaning lies in contexts and the freedom to associate between 

separate interactions. If personal data is constitutive, being framed as being part of one’s self, 

whereas it could also be data about a person (Floridi 2016), what properties are associated 

with contextually-public learning data? Understanding the nature of contextually-public 

learning data could be a potential avenue for future research. 

One vital aspect that governs appropriate data flows in an online learning environment is the 

right for learners to freely manage associations with their data, which raises the importance of 

privacy and ethical use of contextually-public learning data as established social norms may 

be broken or strained. “Our [human] dignity rests in being able to be the masters of our own 



journeys, and keep our identities and our choices open.” (Floridi 2016). It is not about 

equating privacy with the notion that there should be nothing to hide, or on access and control 

to information, but about building interactions based on mutual respect for purposes, 

boundaries and context of personal data use that learners and teacher  may have, and that 

technology service providers may need (Nissenbaum 2015). These contextual dependencies 

add value and meaning to otherwise seemingly transactional interactions. These interactions 

typically take place in an open decentralised network architecture that advocates for 

permissionless innovation (Naughton 2012). However, openness does not mean entitlement 

to collection, processing and dissemination of data without limits. Further, the range of 

choices offered is framed by the provider as seen when embedded in defaults and existing 

alternate privacy-enabling mechanisms. For example, Zoom provided end-to-end encryption 

only after a significant privacy backlash by advocates (Paul 2020).  

The nature of power and information asymmetries influence online learning interactions. 

Together with network effects, these black-box induced interactions create power 

asymmetries also known as surveillance capitalism and produce new power structures called 

siren servers (Lanier 2014; Naughton 2012; Pasquale 2015; Zuboff 2015). However, “the 

creepiness is not in the tech, but in the power we grant to siren servers” where “a siren 

server…is an elite computer or coordinated collection of computers, on a network.” (Lanier 

2014, p.49;279). The agency of the learner may be severely limited in expressions of privacy 

and other ethical considerations as a result, particularly if learning data is aggregated across 

other collected datasets, or optimised for technical efficacy, compared to creating a space for 

active learning (which imbues failure, curiosity and discovery) to occur. 

To address these potential pain points and value tensions encountered when designing 

meaningful hybrid learning experiences, it is important to raise awareness on the digital 

literacy skills and provide methods to acquire these skillsets to meet the challenges of 21st 



century learning and teaching. For example, learning designers and teachers need to be 

actively aware of the importance of setting privacy and other security controls associated 

with these technologies. Students also need to be aware of these value tensions associated 

with their learning experiences and take proactive steps to embed ethical controls, whilst 

being empowered to reap the benefits of hybrid learning. A proposed recommendation is for 

learning designers to actively embed student voice through focus groups to grapple with these 

value tensions when adapting and innovating for the hybrid delivery mode in ongoing 

iterations, so that these concerns are proactively considered and new online social learning 

norms are established in the design of hybrid learning experiences.   
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